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New and Notable
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Meaning of the Osmotic and
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In living cells specialized water chan-

nels, the glycero-aquaporins, are re-

sponsible for rapid passive transport of

water through the membrane. Crystal

structures showed that these protein

pores have diameters comparable to the

size of a single water molecule (around

0.3 nm) and lengths around 2 to 3 nm.

Despite being strongly confined, water

moves rapidly through these and other

narrow peptide pores such as gramici-

din. Understanding how water behaves

in confinement has not been easy, not

the least because there is no experimen-

tal technique available to unambigu-

ously measure water flux through a

single water pore that would be compa-

rable to single channel patch clamp re-

cordings on ion channels. Thus, if we

want to understand how a physiological

function such as the water flux derives

from the structure, namely the geometry

and chemical character of the water

pathway, we can do this only with

models that relate macroscopic trans-

port coefficients to microscopic proper-

ties of the pore.

Although there is no satisfactory

microscopic theory for water transport

across all the pore dimensions relevant

for biology (1,2) it is clear that the single

most important parameter for water

permeation is the radius of the pore.
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Biological, water-permeable pores

have radii ranging from 0.14 nm (gram-

icidin A, Kþ-channel selectivity filter)

through ~0.8 nm (ligand gated ion chan-

nels in the open state) to around 10 nm

(the open region of the nuclear pore

complex) (3). Transport through pores

that are wide compared to the typical

interaction and correlation lengths in

liquid water ([ 1 nm or more than ~4

water diameters) can be described well

by continuum theories. There is also

progress being made on narrow pores

that can only accommodate a 1D chain

of water molecules; here the important

simplification is that water molecules

cannot pass each other. However, as

soon as we enter the ‘‘multi-pass’’

regime of R > 2rwater z 0.28 nm no

theories are available.

The molecular dynamics simulations

by Portella and de Groot (4) in this issue

hint at what a new theory for the transi-

tion from the no-pass to the multi-pass

regime could look like. In these simula-

tions water can move freely through

‘‘toy model’’ pores of variable radius,

length, and surface character. The pores

are based on the architecture of the

gramicidin A channel and embedded

in a membrane mimetic. Computer sim-

ulations afford full control over all

parameters of the simulation, including

many at the atomic level that are not

accessible to experimentalists in the

real world. The authors use this to good

effect; for instance, the degree of hydro-

philicity of a pore is adjusted by simply

editing the backbone dipole moment.

The simulations measure the two

experimentally accessible permeation

coefficients that characterize water

transport. The osmotic permeability co-

efficient pf expresses the observation

that osmotic water flux Jw ¼ pfDcsolute

is driven by a concentration difference

of an impermeable solute between two

compartments separated by a semiper-

meable membrane. For single-file

pores, pf was shown to be proportional

to the rate of translocation of the whole

n-water chain by one hop. From a phys-

iological point of view such a collective

hop is the important observable: one
water molecule enters the pore on one

side, another one exits on the other and

the net effect is the movement of one

water molecule across the membrane.

The second observable is the diffusive

permeability coefficient pd. It is propor-

tional to the number of translocation

events of individual water molecules

through the pore per unit time and thus

primarily characterizes the pore-water

interaction. It can be measured by

following dilute isotope-tagged water

molecules in solution that interact in

the same way as the untagged ones.

Because it takes nþ 1 individual hops

along the chain to achieve an individual

translocation event there exists a relation-

ship between the measurable permeabil-

ities and the number of water molecules n
in the single file chain,

pf

pd

¼ n þ 1: (1)

Equation 1 has been used success-

fully to determine the channel length

of single-file pores such as gramicidin

A from osmotic measurements (2); the

length is simply calculated as n times

the average water-water distance. How-

ever, the theoretical value of the pf/pd

ratio for wider molecular pores than

single file ones has not been established

unequivocally and Alan Finkelstein’s

remark from 1987 is still true: ‘‘There

is presently no satisfactory physical

theory for diffusion and flow through

pores with radii only a few times larger

than that of the solvent molecule.’’ (2)

One of the many intriguing findings of

Portella and de Groot (4) is that a more

general, although (at the moment) phe-

nomenological, relation,

pf

pd

¼ qðRÞðhni þ 1Þ, (2)

seems to hold for any water filled mo-

lecular pore (at least up to a radius of

~0.6 nm). Here q(R) is the number of

effective single file columns that fit

into the pore of radius R; for a true sin-

gle file pore q(R)¼ 1 holds. Equation 2
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relaxes two important constraints that

were required to derive Eq. 1: The

‘‘no-pass’’ and the ‘‘no-vacancy’’ con-

dition. It seems that we can interpret

flow through wider pores as consisting

of effective 1D chains of water mole-

cules. Second, by identifying the ratio

of the permeabilities with the average

occupancy of the single file it also be-

comes possible to apply permeability

measurements in a meaningful way to

hydrophobic pores that may only be

partially occupied.

Computer simulations indicated that

sufficiently hydrophobic pores would

be, depending on the degree of hydro-

phobicity, filled with water vapor, or

fluctuate between liquid filled and vapor

filled states. Although plausible on

physical grounds—liquid water at am-

bient conditions is close to its liquid-

vapor phase coexistence (5) and thus

any influence such as a surface or

a change in chemical potential may tilt

the balance toward the vapor state—it

is not clear that such liquid-vapor oscil-

lations actually exist in nature. This

work, however, suggests how to exper-

imentally measure such behavior. By

measuring pf/pd � 1 for a narrow pore

one determines the average pore occu-

pancy; choosing R so small that q ¼ 1

simplifies the considerations. Because

the liquid-vapor equilibrium is easily

shifted in either direction by a change

in pressure or temperature (6) one

should only have to repeat the measure-
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ments under different conditions and

look for a sudden change in hn(T, P) i.
It should, however, also be kept in

mind that simulations ultimately need

to find justification in experiments (and

experiments need a model, based on the-

ory and simulation). Before Eq. 2 can be

really used to interpret measurements it

will require some additional experimen-

tal validation. This may be quite a formi-

dable task that needs to be addressed by

theoreticians and experimentalists to-

gether, similar to the ongoing attempts

to explain the dependence of pf on the

pore length from experiments (7) and

simulations (8).

Even so, the work of Portella and de

Groot should already inspire the formu-

lation of new theories and clarify the

meaning of the experimental observ-

ables. For instance, together with the

insight that water permeation can be

described by a simple collective coordi-

nate (9) it lets us qualitatively interpret

pf and pd in a slightly different light: pd

is related to the probability that a distin-

guishable water molecule completes a

translocation whereas pf measures the

translocation of indistinguishable parti-

cles. It seems that we may be able to

learn more about the microscopic

water structure in a pore from macro-

scopic measurements than thought

previously.
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